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ABSTRACT Rabbit globin complementary DNA made with RNA-dependent DNA polymerase (reverse transcriptase) was used as template for in vitro synthesis of 32P-labeled RNA. The sequences of the nucleotides in most of the fragments resulting from combined ribonuclease T1 and alkaline phosphatase digestion have been determined. Several fragments were long enough to fit uniquely with the α or β globin amino-acid sequences. These data demonstrate that the cDNA was copied from globin mRNA and contained no detectable contaminants.

The RNA-dependent DNA polymerase (1, 2) from avian myeloblastosis virus (AMV) has been shown to synthesize a DNA copy from a variety of RNA templates (3–12). The single-stranded complementary DNA (cDNA) synthesized from globin mRNA in the presence of actinomycin D is well characterized (7–10). The DNA product has a size similar to that of the RNA template as determined by alkaline sucrose gradient centrifugation (13), and it reanneals specifically to the RNA template. This cDNA has been used to test for the presence of globin sequences in heterogeneous nuclear RNA (14), to measure the relative amounts of α and β globin mRNA in reticulocytes from thalassemics (15, 16), to study control of transcription of various tissue-specific chromatin in vitro (17, 18), and to determine the number of globin genes (19, 20).

Transcripts of globin mRNA should also be of great value in studying the coding properties of eukaryotic messages. In vitro synthesis offers the considerable advantages of a very high specific activity and nearest neighbor label transfer, which greatly aid in determining the nucleotide sequences. Detailed knowledge of the mRNA sequence should answer fundamental questions about the nature of the signals for initiation and termination of protein synthesis, about the signals for addition of poly(A) sequences, about the tertiary structure of the mRNA molecule, and about large untranslated sequences that are present.

We have recently begun sequencing RNA transcripts of the globin cDNA made in vitro with Escherichia coli RNA polymerase. Some preliminary ribonuclease T1 fragment sequences derived from pancreatic ribonuclease digestions and nearest neighbor transfer of label were published previously (21). In the present communication we report the results of much more detailed analyses of the ribonuclease T1 fragments by digestion with ribonuclease U1 and by partial digestions with spleen phosphodiesterase as well as digestion with pancreatic ribonuclease. We have continued to find that the fingerprints obtained are highly reproducible with good agreement between the results of different syntheses from the same batch of cDNA or from cDNA preparations made at different times. Of the sequences published earlier, most have been confirmed, and some have been revised as a result of this more detailed analysis. Several long new sequences have been established and found to fit with unique sites in the known rabbit globin amino-acid sequences. From the positions of these unique fits, it is clear that large portions of the globin mRNAs may be sequenced using this approach.

METHODS

Isolation of rabbit globin mRNA, purification of RNA-dependent DNA polymerase from avian myeloblastosis virus, and synthesis of cDNA from globin mRNA have been described (22, 23, 9). E. coli RNA polymerase, isolated by the procedure of Burgess (24), was the kind gift of Cindy Clementson and Dr. David Eisenberg.

In Vitro RNA Synthesis. Conditions were similar to those of Burgess (24). Reactions (100 μl of final volume) contained 4 μmoles of Tris-HCl (pH 7.9), 1 μmole of MgCl2, 0.01 μmole ethylenediaminetetraacetate (EDTA), 0.01 μmoles of dithiothreitol, 0.04 μmoles of potassium phosphate (pH 7.5), 10 μg of RNA polymerase, and 1 μg of globin cDNA, and 16 μmoles of each ribonucleoside triphosphate, one labeled with 32P in the alpha position (specific activity about 100 Ci/m mole). The reaction mixture containing GTP was preincubated at 37° for 5 min before the other nucleotides were added. Samples were taken for determination of acid-precipitable radioactivity. Synthesis was usually stopped after 45 min. The material was heat-denatured and desalted on a Bio-Gel P-60 column containing 0.01 M triethylammonium carbonate (pH 9.5).

Sequence Determination. Procedures for enzymatic digestions and one- and two-dimensional electrophoretic analysis of oligonucleotides have been extensively described by Sanger and colleagues (25–27).

RESULTS

In vitro RNA synthesis

The single-stranded cDNA template with its stretch of deoxythymidylic acid residues at the 5'-end poses unique problems for in vitro synthesis. Incorporation of AMP is 5- to 10-fold greater than that of other nucleotides and large ribonuclease T1 and pancreatic ribonuclease-resistant fragments are found in digests of material synthesized with [α-32P]ATP. This synthesis is not inhibited by inorganic phosphate (28), does

Abbreviation: cDNA, DNA complementary to RNA.
not occur with bacteriophage M13 DNA or without template, and can be reduced 2-fold by short preincubation with GTP before addition of the other nucleoside triphosphates. These results suggest that a substantial amount of poly(A) is synthesized by polymerase molecules initiating directly off the oligo(dT) sequences.

Unlabeled poly(A) does not interfere with the fingerprint analysis. When [α-32P]ATP is the radioactive precursor, it is necessary to remove poly(A) sequences because commercial bacterial alkaline phosphatase and bovine pancreatic ribonuclease contain activities that cleave them. Such cleavages yield polydisperse [32P]oligoadenylate which can mask the graticule pattern. By treating alkaline phosphatase with diethylpyrocarbonate (29) and by using pancreatic ribonuclease under high salt conditions (30, 31), one can eliminate degradation of poly(A) tracts. Alternatively, poly(A) sequences may be removed by passing the enzymatic digests through an oligo(dT)-cellulose column (32).

The KCl concentration in the transcriptase reaction influences the product length, smaller transcripts being produced at higher salt concentrations with single-stranded DNA templates (33). In 0.15 M KCl, globin RNA synthesized in vitro has an average size of 70 nucleotides, whereas when KCl is absent, the product size is comparable to that of the cDNA template. Similar fingerprints are obtained from material synthesized in either high or low salt, as has been found by others using simian virus 40 DNA template (34). This suggests that the same regions of the cDNA are transcribed in both cases.

**Two-dimensional electrophoresis**

Initial indications of the fidelity of the reverse transcriptase reaction derive from the complexity and reproducibility of the fingerprint pattern with different batches of cDNA. Fig. 1 shows fingerprints of combined ribonuclease T₁ and alkaline phosphatase digests of in vitro synthesized globin RNA in which the radioactive precursors are [α-32P]GTP (Fig. 1A), [α-32P]UTP (Fig. 1B), [α-32P]CTP (Fig. 1C), respectively. Except for expected differences due to the labeling (for example, the graticule containing no U residues would not be visible when [α-32P]UTP is the radioactive precursor), the fingerprints are remarkably similar. Subsequent analyses of the fragments confirm their reproducibility. The "complexity" of the fingerprint can give a rough estimation of the size of the sequence represented. As discussed by Salser et al. (35), the number of spots in the upper half of the fingerprint in Fig. 1, when compared to that of a well-characterized fingerprint of similar complexity such as that of E. coli 16S ribosomal RNA (36), can be used to estimate the complexity of the in vitro globin RNA relative to 16S rRNA. These calculations (21) suggest that most of the sequences of α and β globin mRNA are found in the RNA synthesized from the cDNA template.

**Sequences of the fragments**

Tables 1 and 2 list the sequences of residues in the oligonucleotides produced by RNAse T₁ digestion that have been determined to date. They were deduced from analyses of complete enzymatic digestions with ribonuclease U₇ or pancreatic ribonuclease, and from partial digestions with spleen phosphatase.

**Table 1. Sequences of T₁ oligonucleotides composed of less than 7 residues**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fingerprint spot number</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Fingerprint spot number</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>GCUG</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>GCUG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>GAUG</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>GAUG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>GCCUG</td>
<td>21a</td>
<td>GCCUCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>GACUG</td>
<td>21b</td>
<td>GUCUCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>GAAUG</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>GAUG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>GAACUG</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>GAUCUG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>GACCUG</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>GAUCUG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>GAACUG</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>GUCUCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>GUUG</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>GUUUG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>GUCUG</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>GUCUG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
phosphodiesterase. Radioactive label was incorporated in only one nucleotide triphosphate at a time, giving additional sequence information through nearest neighbor labeling.

Oligonucleotides of seven or more bases were checked by computer for correspondence with the amino-acid sequences of the α and β globin chains (Table 2). Most were found to fit within the three possible reading frames into two or more positions in either or both chains; however, some sequences are sufficiently long so that they are unlikely to have any "chance" fits with the amino-acid sequence. Among sequences with single fits are those for spots 31, 47, 48, 51, and 54, which fit the α chain, and spots 33, 45, 52, 53, and 58e, which fit the β chain.

To assess the significance of the observed fits with the amino-acid sequences, we have checked the fits of random nucleotide sequences of various sizes. Fig. 2 shows the correlation between oligonucleotide length and number of fits with the globin amino-acid sequences. As expected, short oligonucleotides fit with high frequencies whereas oligonucleotides of increasing size show rapidly decreasing probabilities of a chance fit. The average number of fits is > 1.0 for lengths up to 7 nucleotides and less than 0.1 for lengths greater than 9 nucleotides. The average number of fits obtained with the real fragments of each size class are also plotted in Fig. 2. Notice that the real heptanucleotides fit the amino-acid sequence at an average of 2.54 places whereas the random ones fit only 1.45 times. This is exactly the expected result, since a real sequence should in general have the same number of chance fits as a random sequence plus its real fit. For the octa- and nona-nucleotides, we see again that real sequences transcribed from globin cDNA have, on the average, one more fit than random nucleotide sequences of the same length.

Comparisons with known amino-acid sequences can also be used to resolve ambiguities in the nucleotide sequence data (37). We have had to rely on this aid in only one case, that of spot 58e for which the sequence G(UCUCA, UCA)UUUUG was determined. The comma indicates uncertainty in the order of the two ribonuclease V1 products, UCUCA and UCA. Of the two possibilities, only the sequence GUCUCAUCAUUUG would fit the known amino-acid sequences of either the α or β chains. Because the fragment sequence is long, it is statistically very improbable that this is a chance fit. We are currently trying to independently confirm this sequence assignment by conventional methods.

To two sequence pairs with unique fits are sufficiently close together so that we can deduce longer nucleotide sequences from the amino-acid data (Table 3). In one case we can construct a 19 nucleotide sequence without ambiguities, and in the other a 32 nucleotide sequence with uncertainties in three positions. We have also identified fragments that could fit the gaps shown in the 32 nucleotide sequence, but they are too small for meaningful fits. We will have to sequence overlapping fragments to provide the necessary information.

**DISCUSSION**

Due to the large intracellular phosphate pools, it is difficult to prepare 32P-labeled eukaryotic mRNAs in vivo with the very high specific activities needed for rapid sequencing. Moreover,
such preparations are often contaminated with labeled rRNA fragments. We pointed out earlier (21) that the use of reverse transcriptase should circumvent both of these problems for poly(A)-containing mRNAs. We routinely obtained 10^6 cpmp of 32P-labeled product from 1 μg of cDNA template, and the use of oligo(dT) primer for cDNA synthesis insures that only poly(A)-terminated mRNAs will be copied. For sequencing studies of this sort to give meaningful results, it is essential that the reverse transcriptase work with high fidelity. Our earlier data (21) ruled out the possibility that the enzyme makes significant numbers of random mistakes, since this would have resulted in fingerprint patterns having a high background of many faint spots. Our fingerprints have routinely been very "clean" except for occasional faint spots resulting from incomplete phosphatase treatment. Not only does this rule out significant levels of random errors, but, equally important, it suggests that the globin cDNA is not contaminated with cDNA copies from other messengers or rRNA. There remained the possibility that reverse transcriptase might systematically make specific errors, always inserting a particular wrong base at certain positions in the sequence; however, the data presented here indicate that such mistakes are not made. If such errors had occurred in the longer oligonucleotides, they should frequently have been detected as sequences that almost, but not quite, fit the amino acid sequence. Only one possible case of this kind has appeared. Spot 48 (GAUAUUCAAG) fits the amino-acid sequence valine-asparagine-phenylalanine-lysine beginning at position 96 of the α-chain. Experiments using isoacceptor lysyl-tRNAs have led to some controversy whether the lysine (position 99) is coded for by AAA or AAG (38, 39).

The only apparent drawback to the use of reverse transcriptase in this way to sequence eukaryotic mRNAs may be the possibility of incomplete copying either during the RNA to cDNA step or the cDNA to RNA step or both. If some information is lost, it may be possible to alter reaction conditions so that all regions are ultimately represented. Even if this cannot be achieved, the technique still permits rapid sequencing of considerable portions of the RNA.

Note Added in Proof. Marotta et al. (41) have recently reported complete sequences for nine fragments from human globin mRNA and partial sequences for eight more. In four cases, fragments they determined have amino-acid fits corresponding to those we have observed in rabbit globin mRNA.

This permits the first direct inspection of evolutionary changes in the nucleotide sequences of mammalian mRNAs. In the case of β chain positions 83-86 all nine bases are the same for rabbits and humans. For β 114-119, three bases out of 13 are different. Regarding the α chain positions 123-125, we find two fragments with unique fits: spot 51, sequence (G)UCUUUG, and spot 26 which we have recently shown to be (G)CCUCUCCG. Assuming that the larger of these has the correct fit, we conclude that rabbit and human mRNAs agree at seven out of nine base residues. We have also recently determined that our spot 34c is (G)-AACUUCAAG, which has a unique fit with rabbit β 101-104. Here nine out of nine bases agree.

We can now directly compare the rates of fixation of mutations that have resulted in amino-acid substitutions and of mutations that have no such effect. Out of 40 nucleotides "tested" by the
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For the rabbit sequences, the differences are even more striking. Amino-acid sequences are a little more degenerate than expected for random sequences. This suggests that 32P-labeled cDNA synthesized in vivo are almost, if not entirely, sequential.

Table 3. Composite nucleotide sequences derived from amino-acid sequence information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T1 fingerprint numbers of sequences contained in Hemoglobin mRNA composite sequence source</th>
<th>Derivation of composite sequences</th>
<th>Number of nucleotides in composite sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>47 and 51 Alpha (a)</td>
<td>Ser Glu</td>
<td>Phe Thr Pro Ala Val His Ala Ser Leu Asp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) U C X A G U C G A A U U U A C X C C X G C X G U X C U A G C X A U G U U A G A U</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) G A A U U C A C C C U G C X G U X C U A G C G U C U U G G A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52 and 53 Beta (a)</td>
<td>Gln Arg Phe Phe Glu Ser Phe Gly Asp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) C A A A G A U U U U U U U G A A A G U U U G G X G A U</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) G G U U C U U C G A G U C C U U U G G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lines (a) are the known amino-acid sequences (40); lines (b) are the corresponding possible mRNA sequences, derived from the genetic code; lines (c) are the composite sequences, with the T1 oligonucleotide sequences underlined.
above data there were four base changes that resulted in no amino-acid substitution. From this and the total number of amino-acid differences between rabbit and human globins, we may compute that base substitutions that cause no amino-acid change are about five times as likely to escape elimination by natural selection. This involves the simplifying assumptions that about one third of all possible base changes cause no amino-acid substitutions and that the 40 nucleotides tested in this preliminary calculation are representative. The rate of fixation of ‘neutral’ mutations thus calculated is similar to that which may be estimated from comparison of fibrinopeptide A amino acid sequences of rabbits and humans.

We hope that there will soon be a much larger body of nucleotide sequence data common to rabbit and human globin mRNAs that will warrant more exact calculations. More important, such comparisons of the globin mRNA sequences may help us to find critical sequences where the lack of base changes will indicate the presence of important secondary structures or essential ‘signal’ sequences.
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